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Make Models understands that marketing new developments and selling off-the plan properties 
requires instilling a high degree of confidence. People connect to physical objects not only because it 
helps them visualise yet-to-be built projects, but because the craftsmanship and attention to detail is 
a key selling point in winning the trust of potential stakeholders, investors and buyers. Our marketing 
models have been key centrepieces of high profile display suites which have gone on to break sales 
records, win marketing awards, and been featured in print media and television. We value a unique 
approach to model making. Our insights into current trends, helps our models stand out from the 
pack as something different, unique, well considered and beautifully crafted. 

Marketing Models 
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The Newlands

Project Status : Active Display Suite
Project Year : 2022
Client : Top spring 
Model Scale : 1:100
Materials : Timber, acrylic , Wood 
Foam 

The Newlands by Topspring in Sydney’s northern suburb of St Leonards is a de-
velopment comprising of five low-rise buildings uniquely positioned alongside the 
park from which it gets it’s name. The marketing model for the project was done 
at 1:100 scale and optimised for the staged sales process. Each of the 5 Bates 
Smart designed buildings buildings had a placeholder massing model in frosted 
acrylic which could be removed at the appropriate time of staged launch. De-
tailed full colour marketing models of the architecture designed by Bates Smart 
were prepared with interactive marketing model lighting. The model allowed 
sales agents to highlight individual building units and have lights come on and off 
to guide in the apartment sales process. A key feature of the development is it’s 
proximity to Newlands Park and the Green Spine which runs through the centre 
of the development. Make Models replicated the landscape design to showcase 
the public amenity of outdoor gym equipment, swimming pools and greenspace 

Photograph by Sebastian Photography
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Project Status : On Display
Project Year : 2022
Client : Top Spring
Model Scale : 1:75
Materials : Acrylic and wood

Ode Double Bay

Make Models was commissioned to produce a marketing model for the launch 
of sales suite for Ode Double Bay by Topspring. Being an intimate project, of 15 
spacious residences and penthouses, the team wanted to capture the details of 
the architecture by renowned Australian architect Luigi Rosselli at a large scale 
of 1:50. This would allow prospective purchasers a greater vantage point with 
which to peer in and around the model’s details. Being in the heart of the East-
ern Suburb of Double Bay, the ground floor was populated with the proposed 
cafe amenities to be included in the architecture and give a sense of the unique 
lifestyle that the area has to offer. Landscaping by Black Beetle landscape 
design was remodelled and the model was illuminated with warm lighting, 
powered by interfaces provided by Display Sweet.
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Make Models was commissioned by the Mulpha development group to produce
two 1:100 scale models of the designs of their Norwest Quarter precinct
in Sydney’s north west. The buildings were designed by Smart Design studio
and Smart Design. Make Models collaborated individually with both architecture
firms as well as Asepct Studios for the landscape design to achieve a cohesive
representation of two different designs that appeared cohesive and tied together
in one precinct. The model was powered with 220 individually operable 
interactive lights which were controlled with a touch interface controller so 
prospective buyers could see units of interest.

Project Status : Active Display Suite
Project Year : 2021
Client : Mulpha
Model Scale : 1:100
Materials : Timber and Acrylic

Norwest Quarter
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Project Status : Active dispy suite
Project Year : 2020
Client : Ceerose
Model Scale : 1:75
Materials : Acrylic and wood

Abbies Lane

The brief for the 1:75 marketing model for Abbies Lane in Annandale by Ceerose 
in-volved the representation of various brick typologies to showcase the use of 
this traditional building element in a new contemporary design by PBD 
Architects. The model used colour matched tones and specified materials to 
give a realistic impression of what the building would look like after the building’s 
construction. A detailed landscape plan was used in the model and showcased 
the value of the community gardens and breakout spaces in the design. This 
would serve as a key selling point in marketing and sales process.
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Project Status : Active Display Suite
Project Year : 2021
Client : Coronation & SJB
Model Scale : 1:200
Materials : Wood and resin

Ashbury Terraces

Coronation Property’s latest development for the suburb of Ashbury saw them 
team up with the architects at SJB to design a collection of 59 terrace garden 
homes and exclusive penthouses. Responding to the heritage listed context of 
Ashbury the architecture utilises classic brick facades paired with contemporary 
design elements. Terraces positioned throughout the site are positioned around 
a central garden which is the heart of the project. The physical model for the 
project was to be a gigantic centrepiece to the sales suite, taking approximate-
ly 9 square metres of space and sitting on a large walnut plinth with custom 
downlighting to complement it. Contoured plywood was used to capture the 
vastness of the land area and the neighbouring WH Wagener Oval. The buildings 
were made in plastic and painted in the proposed finishing tones of the architec-
ture. The size of the model allowed buyers to walk around the table edge to get a 
sense of the community being proposed within the development and understand 
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Giardino

Project Status : Active Display
Project Year : 2021
Client : Formspace
Model Scale : 1:200
Materials : Timber and Acrylic

Make Models was commissioned to prepare a 1:100 marketing model with 
realistic materiality to showcase a new project in Sydney’s Eastern Suburbs. The 
building designed by Luigi Roselli Architects encapsulates his distinct sculptural 
style of flowing curvature. Make models engaged thoroughly with the devel-
opment team, Formspace, as well as the architects with scale prototypes and 
material tests to capture the material palette of the architecture. Labeled as 
Giardino, the gardens and greenspace of the residences was a key feature for 
the marketing and sales team. Make Models thoroughly examined the landscape 
design, designed by Dangar Barin Smith Landscape design to reproduce at scale 
what would be proposed in the lush greenery of the real building.



STH BNK by Beulah
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Project Status : Active Display
Project Year : 2021
Client : Beulah
Model Scale : 1:200
Materials : Acrylic

Make Models had the privilege of producing the marketing model for, not only 
one of the most ambitious projects by Beulah, but one of the most ambitious 
marketing launches in Australia. The buildings designed by UN Studio and Cox 
Architecture are set to be the tallest tower sky gardens in Australia and would 
come equipped with the amenity of an art gallery, theatre and high-end retail 
and restaurant precinct. The physical model had the challenge of conveying 
all of this at 1:200 scale across two towers, whilst also collaborating with the 
talented team at A Customs The lighting component consisted of collaboration 
between teams in Sydney and Melbourne, as a bespoke lighting system de-
signed and fabricated by A Customs was installed along the ‘green spine’ of the 
model. An interior lighting core with highly luminescent RGB lights was installed 
to allow for detailed pixel art programming via an iPad. This model was used as 
a centrepiece to the sales suite and part of a presentation offered to customers 
considering an apartment purchase.
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Victoria Hill

Project Status : Active Display suite
Project Year : 2022
Client : Time and Place
Model Scale : 1:75
Materials : Timber and Acrylic

Inspired by the bricks in the grand Victorian homes of the area, Victoria Hill by 
Time and Place is a modern complex of residences translated into a modern 
architectural language. The 1:75 marketing model made for the project required 
the team to represent the curved brick façade elements with finely detailed brass 
mullions. A key feature of the design amenity was green spaces along the façade 
with a tree lined elevation being reflected in the physical model. The model was 
equipped with warm on-off lighting set to a timer to aid in sales appointments 
as well as entourage like the nearby tram line to inform potential buyers about 
access to local transportation routes.
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Pace 3058 Coburg’s vibrant project was the launch of affordable apartments im-
mersed in the lively communities of Coburg in Victoria. The buildings, designed 
by the architects at SJB utilised vertical blades, brick podiums and large brick 
archways as well as curved glass elements to create a unique blend of con-
temporary architecture that nods to the context that surrounds it. The physical 
model was made for the marketing campaign launch to sit central in the display 
suite in Coburg. The model was of the two proposed buildings which each had 
a unique and distinct materiality to be replicated at 1:100 scale. Make Models 
worked collaboratively with SJB and PACE through a series of samples, tests and 
colour swatches to find the right fit and technique to capture the vast material 
palette at 1:100 scale.

Project Status : Display Suite Open 
Project Year : 2020
Client : Pace
Model Scale : 1:100
Materials : Timber and Acrylic 

3058 Coburg
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Woods Bagot and Coronation Property Group converted a 300 sqm warehouse 
site into an awe inspiring display suite or their new Western Sydney development, 
Maison and Main. The team opted for a wooden architectural model at a 1:100 
scale for the towers to compliment the internal joinery and finishes packaeg for 
the proposed development. These were surrounded by frosted acrylic masses 
for future design developments to be updated in the site at a later date.

On a separate oak plinth, five 1:50 scale models were produced of each individ-
ual unit type available for purchase. These were an incredibly handy resource to 
allow prospective purchasers to look into the units and how they could relate to 
the architecture as a whole.

Project Status : Display Suite Open 
Project Year : 2020
Client : Coronation & Woods Bagot
Model Scale : 1:100
Materials : Timber and Acrylic 
Photos:  : @reniidrawan.photography

Mason and Main 
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A 1:1000 abstract interactive master plan for the Melrose Park development. The 
model was designed to sit on sixteen 55” television displays to be operated by a 
touchscreen controller. The model in frosted acrylic was perfectly paired with ani-
mations that sat underneath that would respond to the users touch to pinpoint 
amenities and buildings in a vast development precinct.

Project Year : 2006
Client : PAYCE and SEKISUI
Model Scale : 1:1000
Materials : Acrylic

Melrose Park
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This Display Suite Model for Ceerose represented a brick and metal design by 
Andrew Burns architects. At 1:75 scale, the model had a dominant and inviting 
presence in the sales suite allowing users to walk several meteres around the 
building to get an impression of the units on offer, and their interelationship to 
the public amenity of the proposal. The design used several different brick types 
for the buildings which was carefully replicated in the model along with intricate 
roof metal work.

Project Status : Display Suite Open 
Project Year : 2020
Client : Ceerose and Andrew Burns
Model Scale : 1:75
Materials : Timber and Acrylic 

Alex Co 
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This 1:75 Model for Top Spring’s Elizabeth Bay development showcases the 
detailed curved Brick and steel work designed by PBD Architects. Make utilized 
3D printing technology to construct replica details of the brick and steel facades 
on the building. Metal privacy screens and wrapped the curved front facades and 
also divided the back apartments lineal geometry. Internal lighting was installed 
which can be controlled by the clients to suit the mood and lighting within the 
display. 

Project Year : 2021
Client : Top Spring
Model Scale : 1:75
Materials : Acrylic

Greenknowe Avenue
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O’Dea Drive

Project Year : 2019
Client : Crown Group
Model Scale : 1:100
Materials : Timber and Acrylic 

The Mastery by Crown physical model was a series of buildings at 1:150 scale 
to showcase the new precinct to be developed by Crown Group as part of their 
Mastery Precinct in Green Square Sydney. Each building had interactive apart-
ment lighting for sales purposes and the model was built on a Koichi-Takada 
Designed plinth which integrated lighting to become a portable asset for the 
team as it was used at a launch event in Sydney’s Hordern Pavilion as well as the 
sales showroom at a later date.
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A unique display sweet by Denvell mixed the traditional development sales suite 
with a much-needed cafe within the precinct. The architectural model took centre 
stage towards the entrance of the cafe where prospective buyers or neighbour-
hood visitors would gaze upon the model, and the cafe reflected the intention 
of the architectural development. By promoting a strong social presence with 
the mix of cafe and sales-suite, it aided the developers to promote the brand of 
their development and generate more buzz and awareness among prospective 
buyers.

Babylon

Project Year : 2019
Client : Devell Group
Model Scale : 1:500
Materials : Acrylic, Natural trees
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This 1:75 marketing model for Formpace was for 8 boutique units going for sale 
in the Eastern Suburbs of Sydney. The model needed to portray a steep slop-
ing site with private terraced gardens whereby each unit felt like a house within 
the building’s design. Accurately depicted materiality, paint tones and a highly 
detailed landscape were integral in creating the sense of private homeliness the 
developer wanted to convey to prospective buyers. On-Off lighting was con-
cealed within an American Oak frame should the model need to be lit up in the 
showroom of an evening. 

Project Year : 2020
Client : Formspace
Model Scale : 1:75
Materials : Timber and acrylic

Old South Head Road
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A 1:1000 abstract interactive master plan for the Melrose Park development. The 
model was designed to sit on sixteen 55” television displays to be operated by a 
touchscreen controller. The model in frosted acrylic was perfectly paired with ani-
mations that sat underneath that would respond to the users touch to pinpoint 
amenities and buildings in a vast development precinct.

Project Year : 2006
Client : PAYCE and SEKISUI
Model Scale : 1:1000
Materials : Acrylic

Melrose Park
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In an effort to bring prospective purchasers into the unit configurations of 
the apartments of 88 O’Connell, Make Models was engaged to create a 1:100 
architectural model out of timber as well as a series of 1:20 and 1:30 apartment 
models. 1 bed, 1 bed + study, 2 bed, and 3 bed unit models to acompany it. The 
models were modeled to show the internal layout to potential buyers to aid in the 
interpretation of the floor plans alongside the bigger picture understanding of the 
three towers on offer for sale. 

88 O’Connell Street

Project Year : 2021
Client : Woods Bagot
Model Scale : 1:100
Materials : Timber and Acrylic
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A master plan model used in the development stages of construction to explain 
to visitors the great change the precinct of Olympic Park would undergo over 
time. The model mixed solid frosted acrylic masses with conceptual timber 
masses to indicate height and development changes over time. The model was 
designed to be modular such that elements could be replaced over time as new 
site designs became resolved.

Project Year : 2018
Client : SEKISUI
Model Scale : 1:1000
Materials : Solid Wood and laminates

Wentworth Point
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Lansell Road’s marketing model was one that heavily focused how land-
scaping and green zones would give a lush privacy for prospective buyers of 
an upcoming development in Melbourne’s Toorak. Privacy screens, fins and 
louvres were all accurately represented as per the architect’s design as well as 
a curved vaulting geometry of a tiled facade pattern. The model and site had a 
significant drop and a terraced stepping of green spaces matched the nat-
ural slope of the site. The model was built and manufactured in sydney and 
installed and safely delivered to the display suite in Toorak Melbourne.

Lansell Road

Project Status : On Display
Project Year : 2021
Client : Lansell Properties
Model Scale : 1:75
Materials : Acrylic
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The model for Cohen Leigh’s Rix Road early learning centre was an opportunity 
to display the tonal finishes in an upcoming project for Cardinia Shire Council in 
Victoria. Colourbond elements with green powder coated finishes were repre-
sented through a mix of paints, timbers, and novel materials such as sound 
insulation board. Hand stitched fabric complimented miniature american oak fur-
niture. The model sat on a concave non rectilinear base to reinforce the vaulted 
expression of the architecture. 

Rix Road

Project Status : On Display
Project Year : 20120
Client : Cohen Leigh Architects
Model Scale : 1:50
Materials : Acrylic and Solid Timber
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Project Status : Active Display 
Project Year : 2018
Client : LAS Grounp
Model Scale : 1:100
Materials : Acrylic

A curved marketing model for St Kilda Melbourne. The design was for a tower of 
252 apartments with amenity in St. Kilda. The model was all white with acrylic, 
and illuminated with a central lighting core that allowed for dusk and sunset co-
lours to permeate throughout the floors depending on the time of day. The model 
was designed to compliemtn the colour scheme within the display suite.

St Kilda 
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Mirvacs release of the Forme apartments of Tullamore involved the creation of a 
1:150 Scale model to highlight a key design concept of curved brick and precast 
concrete panels. The Model used a mix of acrylic and 3D printing to capture the 
intricacy of the brick details and Make Models colour matched the specified fa-
cade colours to create a realistic tone for the model whilst still having a warmth 
and elegance to the physical object. Timber was used on the base to give the 
model a premium feel which was then treated with green and grey stains and 
detailed landscaping was added as per the landscape architects plan to show 
the high level of green amenity in the design. 

Project Status : Display Suite Open 
Project Year : 2021
Client : Mirvac
Model Scale : 1:150
Materials : Timber and Acrylic 

Forme of Tullamore
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A 33-storey design by FJMT tucked away in between Surrey Hills and the Sydney 
CBD, this tower had alternating louvred facades crafted in wood and the model 
behind in acrylic and plywood. The model used a mix of stains on wood to high-
light the material differences between the different tints of stone proposed for 
the site. At 1:100 scale the tower was an impressive figure within the sales suite 
to allow for real immersion within the scheme.

Project Year : 2016
Client : FJMT
Model Scale : 1:100
Materials : Timber and Acrylic

Commonwealth Street 
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Project Year : 2018
Client : MIRVAC
Model Scale : 1:1000
Materials : Acrylic 

An interactive display of the smiths lane development precinct which showed 
how a model could be used with television animations to explain the neighbour-
hood of a yet-to-be realised neighbourhood on the outskirts of Melbourne. The 
acrylic model would interact with the animations below with 3D trees o help vis-
itors visualise the potentials to plots of vacant land within the area, highlighting 
future shops, schools and parks.

The Fabric 
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A series of 1:150 marketing models for Coronation Property’s developments in 
Liverpool which included, The Paper Mill, The Bindery and The Gild, by Woods Ba-
got, Aspect Studios and SJB Architects. The marketing models used an unique 
all-timber aesthetic mixing plywood and stained grains to articulate the finishes 
of the facades in the various schemes. CNC milled timber sloped downward 
toward the landscaping design on the river front.

Liverpool 

Project Status : Active
Project Year : 2014
Client : Coronation Propoerty
Model Scale : 1:150
Materials : Acrylic and Solid Timber
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The PS I Love you campaign for 8 Phillip St Parrammatta was awarded the 
award for best display suite  in 2018. The physical model was a major feature of 
the presentation with a 3m long timber map of Parrammatta, onto which sat a 
physical model. Projections were cast onto the map to highlight key neighbour-
ing amenities whilst the model served as a reminder of the specifics of the devel-
opment being proposed. Solid timber massing surrounded the building to ground 
it as one of the new iconic towers within the CBD of Parrammatta.

PS. I Love You 

Project Year : 2017
Client : Coronation Property
Model Scale : 1:200
Materials : Acrylic and Solid Timber
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This 1:400 scale model was part of the exciting display suite in Mirvac’s recently 
launched Portman on the Park project in Green Square Sydney. One of the key 
features of the building for sales purposes, was the amenity within the recently 
upgraded Green Square precinct. An interractive 1:400 scale model was envis-
aged whereby light programming by Binyan could be used to illuminate key areas 
of interest around the site on interractive LED panels. All buildings were made 
with CNC frosted acrylic to allow parks, libraries, playgrounds and schools to 
light up from an interractive touch pad embedded within the stone plinth. The 
model was a prominent feature in the display suite as the first focal point of entry 
within the display suite. It’s large size encouraged engagement and prospective 
buyers to take in Portman in the Park as a centrepiece for a plethora of local 
amenity.

Project Year : 2020
Client : MIRVAC & BINYAN
Model Scale : 1:400
Materials : Acrylic

Portman on the Park
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Currently the Arts Precinct in Melbourne is undergoing updated design con-
sid-erations with the proposed addition of the new Sturt Street public realm and 
parkway, as well as the design of new art institutions within the precinct. This 
physical model was created to allow both a current and future state adaptabili-ty 
of the design process. The current configuration is removable, allowing parts of 
the model to be removed so that future design iterations can be put forward in 
their place, to educate the public over time, of the changing face of the city.

Arts Precinct - National Gallery

Project Status : On Display
Project Year : 2019
Client : Development Vicotira
Model Scale : 1:400
Materials : Acrylic and Solid Timber



CLIENTS AND COLLABORATORS

Thank you. 




